
Bringing more than thirty-five years of experience to the VitalSmarts Facilitator
Faculty, Stacy D. Nelson is a highly respected trainer who delivers Crucial
Conversations®, Crucial Confrontations, and Influencer Training to organizations
across the globe. Specializing in healthcare and leadership effectiveness, Stacy
helps individuals, teams, and organizations increase organizational effectiveness,
achieve bottom-line results, and become measurably more vital.

A Master Certified Trainer in Crucial Conversations, Crucial Confrontations, and
Influencer Training, Stacy has extensive experience introducing and teaching
these crucial skills to major organizations including BMW, Nortel, Allstate, the IRS,
Massachusetts General Hospital, Loma Linda University Medical Center, and Walt
Disney Company. Clients continually praise Stacy for his ability to help them
achieve hard-hitting results in the areas where they need it the most.
A recipient of the Zapara award for excellence in teaching, Stacy consistently
receives accolades for his charismatic presentation style and highly effective
training design. His experience, coupled with an engaging presentation style, has
clients asking for his return again and again.
One client recently said, “Stacy is a phenomenal facilitator. His Crucial
Conversations session was the best training I’ve had the pleasure of participating
in for many years.”
As a senior consultant at VitalSmarts, Stacy has become a trusted leader in
corporate training and organizational performance.
In addition to his expertise in Crucial Conversations, Crucial Confrontations, and
Influencer, Stacy is considered a leading expert in the VitalSmarts research study,
Silence Kills: The Seven Crucial Conversatio...

Testimonials

Stacy Nelson

Stacy has presented about Crucial Conversations at our annual conference
several times over the years. This topic is of great value to the nurses whose
interests we serve, and our attendees consistently score his sessions in the top 10
percent of the more than 450 sessions we provide each year. Because of these
great results and popular demand, we continue to invite him back. 

- "Director of Marketing and Strategy Integration American Association of Critical-Care
Nurses" .
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